
Great job overall! You've done a good job summarizing the client's instructional need 
and your preliminary recommendations for your course design. I enjoyed your 
screencast, which did a great job of framing the context and proposed solution without 
directly reading the slides. I liked that you hit the high points of the design and 
incorporated changes based on your consultation meeting. 

From a design perspective, everything is spot on. A few things to keep an eye on as you 
move forward with your design and development: 

1. Similar to your screencast, be sure your assignment deliverables are written  for your 
client (not your peers or me). For example, on your Instructional Need slide, consider 
reframing, "My client wants to incorporate instruction..." to a more generalized 
statement like, "Incorporating instruction focused on the implications of AI... is 
needed." Similarly, reframing the Target Participants section to something like, "Target 
learners include approximately 20 graduate students in the MPA program at the 
University of South Florida," keeps your statement client-focused as your intended 
audience/reader. 

2. Look for ways to chunk your content for clarity, comprehension, and recall. For 
example, your Proposed Learning Environment slide is text-heavy. As written, the text 
would do well to serve as your presentation narration and use your slide to highlight 
specific design elements as images that serve as visual cues or bullet points. 

Great reflection! You've clearly summarized the peer feedback and your design choices 
grounded in the readings and your feedback. Some quick thoughts about your project, 
gamification, and ChatGPT: 

 Course format: it's fine if your developed "course" for our class assignment purposes 
turns out to be a five-lesson module embedded in your client's existing semester-long 
course. My focus will be on the design and completeness of the lessons within that 
module. 

 Gamification: An idea for consideration -- while I agree with your peers that developing 
a game from scratch may not be feasible, I wondered if an activity where students fact -
check or reflect on their experience using ChatGPT, drawing on prior knowledge from 
content learned earlier in the course. My thinking is that this would give them hands-on 
experience in a real-world context.  

 Access to ChatGPT: you, your client, and his students can sign up for a free ChatGPT 
account here: https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/  

A quick note about reflections moving forward: I will be looking for more detailed 
connections between the concepts in the readings and your design decisions, so please 
continue to cite sources like you have in this assignment. Keeping reading notes/design 
journal may be helpful for citing sources as we add more chapters and the complexity of 
your project work increases. 

I look forward to seeing your preliminary design! 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/chunking/
https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/

